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ABSTRACT
Providing students with adaptive feedback on their progress on
programming problems has been shown to motivate students and
improve their performance, but little is known about how such
feedback might impact student self-regulated learning during pro-
gramming. Self-regulated learning (SRL) involves student planning
a task, monitoring their progress, and reflecting on the outcome.We
explored students’ SRL behaviors, particularly progress monitoring,
when programming using each of three different scaffolds. The
first scaffold is a subgoal checklist for the given programming task,
the second adds automated, binary completion feedback on each
subgoal, and the third adaptively reflects an automated percent
progress estimate of student progress on each. Through interviews
and programming logs from 17 students solving a problem in a
block-based programming environment, we investigated the ex-
tent to which each scaffold supported student SRL. Our qualitative
study results suggest that all three scaffolds could be useful for
student SRL, but students felt that a combination of the checklist
and progress feedback provided them with a balance of autonomy
and motivation to persevere in programming. Furthermore, our
results suggest that explaining how the automated feedback system
works may have encouraged students to reason about the feedback
they receive, which was a key intended outcome to improve SRL
during programming.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Learning to program can be quite challenging, especially for novice
learners, and these challenges can lead to negative self-assessments
[15]. In these situations, learners benefit from encouragement and
feedback on their progress, helping them to persevere when they
are capable of solving a problem but unsure about their ability to do
so [8, 31]. This progress feedback can come from an instructor, but
recent work has shown that students also benefit from automated
progress feedback [17, 26]. This feedback is immediate and adap-
tive, highlighting students’ progress, as well as their mistakes, in
real-time as they work, and it has been shown to increase students’
performance [12, 29], and intentions to persist in Computer Science
(CS) [26]. This goes beyond traditional “autograders,” which are
generally designed to assess a complete program. Rather, feedback
on students’ progress can explore the potential for automated feed-
back when it is needed most: immediately, during problem solving
when students are not yet ready to submit for auto-grading [9, 26].
Such feedback may be particularly impactful in block-based and
novice-centered learning environments, as it may help guide stu-
dents’ natural exploration and “tinkering” towards correct solutions
[10].

However, while automated progress feedback provides critical
support to students during problem solving, it also raises questions
about how such feedback may affect students’ own ability to moni-
tor their progress – a key self-regulatory skill that is important for
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learning [22]. If students can rely on automated progress feedback,
will they trust it blindly and stop verifying their own work? Or,
alternatively, could such feedback encourage students to reflect
more often on how they are progressing with respect to assignment
goals? This question is particularly important for automated feed-
back, since it lacks the expert judgement of a human and can be
misleading [36, 38, 44]. Given the potentially faulty guidance, it is
important that students reflect on their own programs’ correctness
and monitor their own progress. The answer to the question of how
students’ self-regulated learning is impacted by automated progress
feedback may also depend on how such support is presented to the
students. To investigate this question, we investigated how three
different scaffolds could support students in monitoring their pro-
gramming progress in a block-based programming environment.
Our first scaffold is a checklist of subgoals for the given program-
ming task, which students can check to self-monitor their progress.
Our second scaffold provides the same list but with adaptive, im-
mediate completion feedback that indicates when each subgoal
is complete during problem solving. Our third scaffold provides
adaptive immediate progress feedback, that indicates how much
progress a student has made toward completing each subgoal.

In this paper we asked the following research questions, RQ1:
Howdo students enact progressmonitoringwhen given scaf-
folds (i.e. subgoal checklist, progress feedback) during block-
based programming?, and RQ2: What are students’ percep-
tions of each scaffold? To answer our research questions, we ran
a pilot qualitative study with 17 students and randomly assigned
them to solve a programming task using one of the three scaffolds:
checklist, completion, or progress. For the two adaptive scaffolds
(completion and progress), we also verbally communicated how the
feedback system works, as a way to encourage students to reason
about the feedback, particularly when it may not match student
expectations. We analyzed programming trace logs and interviews
to investigate our research questions. We found that all three scaf-
folds led most students to follow the ordered subgoal checklist, and
monitor their progress on the subgoals while programming. Our
log data analysis also suggests that the adaptive progress feedback
interface acted as a reminder for students to monitor their progress
more frequently, and to adjust their problem-solving strategy. Our
results suggest that, rather than replacing a students’ own progress
monitoring process, automated progress feedback – and even a non-
automated subgoal list – can support students in their own progress
monitoring, and encourage them to reflect on the feedback. Both of
these key aspects of self-regulated learning behavior are important
learning goals for open-ended programming assignments, but may
not be explicitly taught or tracked in introductory programming
assignments.

2 RELATEDWORK
Programming feedback is essential for students’ learning and
motivation to learn [43]. A growing body of work in computing
education has developed and evaluated various computer-based
tutors that provide automated programming feedback [18, 19, 35,
45]. Depending on the programming language, such feedback can
have various forms, such as compiler error messages [2], hints [27],
or assessment feedback (e.g. autograders’ feedback) [1, 45]. In our

literature review we focus on feedback provided in block-based
programming environments.

Block-based programming environments are inherently designed
to simplify the programming process for novices, for example by
reducing the burden of receiving syntax errors [7, 13]. However,
researchers have also integrated them with various automated feed-
back features to scaffold students’ performance and learning during
problem-solving [1, 17, 26–28, 35, 45]. For example, Ball used cor-
rect instructor solutions to develop an autograder for the Snap!
block-based programming environment, to help students assess
their code. Price et al. extended the Snap! block-based program-
ming environment with a system that provides data-driven hints
to help novice students when they get stuck [35]. In the “BlockPy”
block-based programming environment, Gusukuma et al. devel-
oped immediate misconception-based feedback, and found that it
improved students’ performance [16]. While these support features
can improve students’ performance by helping them fix mistakes,
or suggesting missing components, they have not been evaluated
with respect to students’ self-regulatory skills, such as planning,
or progress monitoring, which play an important role in learning
[11, 22], self-efficacy, and growth mindsets [23].

Self-regulated learning (SRL) “is a cognitively and motiva-
tionally active approach to learning” [46], where students monitor
and modify their learning strategies in response to outcomes. In
programming, Loksa et al. proposed a theoretical framework for
the role of SRL, including planning, process monitoring, compre-
hension monitoring, reflection on cognition, and self-explanation
[22]. Their think-aloud study with CS1 and CS2 students showed
infrequent, inconsistent self-regulation behaviors, and most were
shallowly applied, if at all. However, Kumar et al. found that em-
bedding SRL principles in a Java learning environment improved
students’ performance in programming [21]. In this work, we focus
on “progress monitoring” – a key aspect of SRL that is important
for a number of reasons. First, progress monitoring helps students
stay motivated as they can keep track of their progress, and adapt
strategies when they are not making progress, leading to increased
progress [14]. Second, progress monitoring also guides students to
adjust their help-seeking and reason about the feedback they re-
ceived, which can improve their learning [6, 25, 27]. Sawyer showed
that most learners need support to monitor their progress effec-
tively, and they need feedback to verify their own self-evaluations
[39]; however, there is little work that examines how to promote
these skills in programming [21, 23]. For example, promoting stu-
dents to create subgoal labels for a given task can be considered
as a form of helping students plan their work, which has been
shown to improve their performance [24]. However, it is unclear if
creating subgoals can support students’ SRL behavior. In addition,
students, particularly novices, often make many incorrect code
design choices, and it is hard for novices to predict the effective-
ness of their design choices [39]. This suggests that students need
support, (or scaffolds), to help them develop good SRL skills (e.g.
progress monitoring, self-explanation, and self-assessment), which
can improve their problem-solving efficiency and retention.

Visual languages and novice progress monitoring. Visual
languages are built to provide students with immediate feedback
upon running the code for visual tasks, such as moving a sprite.
While it may seem obvious how to use this feature to consistently
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monitor progress, novices often engage in unproductive tinkering
behaviors, such as avoiding running/testing code for long periods of
time, or repeatedly running their code without making any changes
[10]. This suggests that novice students need more scaffolds for
the problem-solving process, i.e. through progress feedback. Ad-
ditionally, for programming tasks with many valid solutions, it
is a challenge to provide perfectly accurate automated progress
feedback [34, 42], showing the importance of promoting students’
progress monitoring skills so they can verify the received feedback.

3 FEEDBACK SYSTEM AND INTERFACE
DESIGN

3.1 Adaptive Feedback System
The basis of our feedback system, embedded in the programming
environment shown in Figure 1, relies on cutting-edge technologies
to build data-driven autograders for subgoals of a specific pro-
gramming task, called Subgoals Detectors [26]. To implement these
detectors, two experts first constructed a list of subgoals of a given
programming task based on how prior students have approached
this task. We then implemented a data-driven autograder to detect
the completion of each subgoal, while students are programming, by
comparing their current code with prior students’ correct solutions.
We call these autograders subgoal detectors, described in detail
in our prior work [26]. In prior work, we embedded our subgoal
detectors in Snap! [13], a block-based programming environment,
for simple programming tasks (with solutions of 7-10 code blocks),
to provide students with adaptive feedback on whether they com-
pleted each subgoal. In a camp study, we found that this adaptive
feedback increased students’ persistence in CS, and improved their
performance on future tasks [26]. In a classroom study, we found
that the system improved students’ engagement with a homework
programming task [29]. We also investigated interactions between
feedback and student behavior - showing that accurate feedback
during problem solving could reduce student idle time, but students
responded differently to the completion feedback, sometimes ignor-
ing it, or sometimes following system feedback, without running
their code to self-assess or reflect on it [42].

In this work, we used the same feedback system, but for an open-
ended programming task (described in Section 4). In addition, we
extended each subgoal detector to calculate progress based on the
percentage overlap between students’ current code and the code
features used by prior students to complete that subgoal. In this
work, we explore how different interfaces with different scaffolding
levels, that rely on the subgoals detectors, can support students
and promote their progress monitoring while they program an
open-ended programming task, as we discuss below.

3.2 Three Interface Designs
In our prior work, we found that high school students working
in the Snap! programming environment needed assistance to plan
their work and keep track of their progress [26]. Further analysis
of this data (not reported in the publication) showed that students
used a variety of unorganized problem-solving strategies that led to
inefficient performance. These findings prompted us to investigate
the impact scaffolds may have on student progress monitoring.
Based on learning research, breaking a task into subgoals facilitates

learning in programming [24], and providing this list within the
programming environment satisfies the multimedia learning design
principle of contiguity - spatially placing assistive content where
it is needed [32].

Our first interface is a checklist of hand-crafted labels of sub-
goals as shown in Figure 1. The checklist interface does not provide
adaptive feedback, but allows students to indicate when they feel
each subgoal is complete. This checklist gives us the opportunity
to investigate students’ planning and progress monitoring on the
task, and provides a baseline for comparison with the other two
adaptive feedback interfaces.

We designed the second two interfaces to provide adaptive feed-
back, but each with a different level of scaffold, guided by learning
theories on effective forms of feedback [40, 43], to support student
progress monitoring. Interface 2 provides adaptive completion
feedback by adding colored highlights to the subgoal list, as shown
at the bottom left of Figure 1, in green when a subgoal is complete, or
red when a subgoal is subsequently broken, during problem solving.
This interface follows Scheeler et al.’s effective performance feed-
back design principles to be (1) immediate (detected in real time), (2)
specific (highlighting the relevant subgoal), (3) positive (confirming
completion), and (4) corrective (indicating mistakes) [40]. Interface
3 provides adaptive progress feedback using a visual progress bar
and numeric estimate of percent completion for each subgoal, as
shown at the bottom right of Figure 1. Using progress bars for each
subgoal is similar to skill meters, which is the most common repre-
sentation for progress monitoring used in learning environments
[4, 30]. Providing continuous progress feedback has been shown to
be important for student motivation, particularly when students
cannot determine progress on their own [41]. We also allow the
interface to update the progress bar for each subgoal when it passes
intervals of about 15% so the changes would be noticeable, but not
distracting.

In summary, in this work we took design principles from prior
work on limitations and theories of effective feedback [40, 43], and
incorporated them as features in a block-based programming envi-
ronment. As discussed below, we conducted a qualitative pilot study
to explore how these interfaces with different levels of scaffolds
can support student progress monitoring behavior.

4 METHODS
The goal of this study is to answer the following research questions:
How do students enact progress monitoring when given scaffolds (i.e.
subgoal list and adaptive progress feedback) during block-based pro-
gramming?, and What are students’ perceptions of each interface?
To answer these questions, we conducted a qualitative user study
with 17 students solving a programming task using one of the 3
interface designs described in Section 3.2, followed by student in-
terviews. We used both log data and interview data to investigate
students’ progress monitoring behavior, and their perceptions on
the interfaces, as detailed below.

Participants:We recruited participants for this IRB-approved
study from a summer high school computer science internship
program. Each intern had some prior programming experience,
with 1 or 2 Computer Science courses and 5 weeks in the block-
based coding internship. Internship advisors invited participants
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Figure 1: Snap! programming environment, where feedback was placed on the bottom right of the interface according to
student condition. Interface 1 (green outline, inset) has checkboxes, Interface 2 (blue, bottom-left) has highlights and system
checks, and Interface 3 (red, bottom-right) has green progress bars with percent progress.

to the study verbally and via Slack. Seventeen interns participated,
aged 15-18, with 14 females and 3 males.

Procedure: The first author, a researcher in CS education, con-
ducted a scripted one-on-one study with each participant1. First,
the participant took a pre-survey to collect consent, demographics,
and prior programming background. Next, the researcher asked
students to read instructions for the Draw Fence task and complete
it in Snap!. Figure 2 shows one students’ correct solution to the
Draw Fence task and its output. This program takes user input
for the width and height of a picket fence composed of a grid of
squares with triangles on the top. Based on the instructions given
with the Draw Fence programming task, we divided the task into
5 subgoals, created a subgoal detector for each, then augmented
the Snap! programming environment with a text describing each
subgoal. As shown in Figure 2, subgoal 1 requires the student to ask
for user input for the fence height and width (lines 1-2, Figure 2).
Subgoal 2 requires students to draw a square as shown in the ‘Draw
a Square’ custom block (similar to a function). Subgoal 3 requires
drawing a series of squares (lines 13-18, Figure 2), where the ‘Draw
Square’ custom block was nested in a ‘repeat’ block (i.e. a loop) that
iterates ‘width/height’ times. Subgoal 4 requires drawing a triangle
which was implemented using the custom block ‘Draw Triangle’.
Subgoal 5 requires drawing a series of triangles (lines 7-9, Figure
2). The Draw Fence task can be solved using several strategies that
correspond to distinct sets of subgoals.

Next, each student was assigned randomly to one of three inter-
face conditions (described in detail above in Section 3). Condition 1

1Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we conducted this study online via Zoom.

(n=6), Condition 2 (n=5) and Condition 3 (n = 6) correspond to Inter-
face 1, 2, and 3, respectively. For Condition 1, the researcher noted
that the system provides a list of suggested subgoals, and students
have the option to check or uncheck any subgoal when they feel
it was complete or not. In Conditions 2 and 3, the researcher intro-
duced the system with the following statement: “This is a new
system for assessment feedback, and it’s based on matching
your code to what previous students have done to solve the
same problem. Since everyone codes differently, it’s not al-
ways 100% correct”. This was done to promote student reflection
and verification about the adaptive feedback, particularly when
it does not match their expectations. In Conditions 2 and 3, while
students were programming, our adaptive feedback system (i.e.
subgoals’ detectors) continuously and simultaneously determined
progress and completion for each subgoal. For example, in Figure
1, Condition 2, student changes resulted in simultaneous updates
to the completion feedback for multiple subgoals, showing that the
student broke subgoal 2 (i.e. drawing a square) while attempting a
later subgoal (i.e. drawing a triangle).

After the student completed the task, or 30 minutes, whichever
came first, we interviewed each student for 10-15 minutes, to inves-
tigate how the interface was helpful, and to what degree the student
was relying or reflecting on the system feedback. In particular, the
researcher asked about (1) whether the feedback systemwas helpful
or unhelpful, and why, and (2) what information students wanted to
know during programming, (from a human or automated feedback).
At the end of the interview, the researcher demonstrated the other
two conditions (i.e. interfaces), and asked for students’ preferences
and design suggestions.
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Figure 2: Draw Fence Solution with line numbers on left. In the middle are two custom blocks (i.e. functions), one to draw a
square (top) and one to draw a triangle (bottom), and the script’s output is on the right.

Log Data Analysis: Snap! programming environment logs all
student code edits while programming (e.g. adding or deleting a
block), as a code trace, as well as the feedback system actions (e.g.
detecting the completion of a subgoal). This logging feature allows
us to detect all student steps, feedback system detections, as well as
the time taken for each step. We used students’ log data to (1) grade
student work manually, (2) inspect the accuracy of the systems’
feedback detections in Condition 2 and 3, and (3) analyze students’
code traces to illustrate student progress monitoring behaviors
with each interface. We also used log data to calculate a number of
measures of how students interacted with the scaffolds. Based on
themes that emerged in this aggregate analysis, we selected case
studies to present – some of which reflect the general trends in the
data, and some of which show less common student outcomes. We
used this log data analysis to answer RQ1 as explained in detail in
Section 5.

Interview Data Analysis: We transcribed the 17 interview
recordings containing 204 minutes of audio. Analysis was done
by four co-author coders, a team consisting of one professor and
three computer science graduate students, each with 2-4 years expe-
rience in conducting and analyzing data from related user studies.

Our qualitative analysis occurred in three rounds as in [33]: in-
ductive/open coding, and 2 rounds of deductive qualitative coding.
In the first round, we divided the first two interviews into unin-
terrupted student utterances, usually consisting of 1-2 sentences
(often called “segments”). Next, we independently analyzed the
segments and collaborated to resolve conflicts and define a code-
book. In round 2, we used the resulting codebook to tag the next
two interviews, discussing codes and resolving conflicts in 6/108
(5%) segments, updating the codebook with a total of 180 codes.
In round 3, two coders performed independent deductive coding
on the remaining 13 interviews, consulting the remaining team as
needed. Finally, one coder combined frequent codes that appear
in at least 5 segments into a set of themes: how each interface
was helpful/unhelpful, students’ preferences, and suggestions for
improvement. We then related these themes to each interview ques-
tion. We report these themes with example quotes from students, in
Section 5.4, to present students’ perceptions about each interface. In

our results, when reporting quotes from interview data we report
participants’ ID preceding their quote (e.g. [P1] means participant
1).

5 RESULTS
We organize our results around our two research questions. We first
analyze log data to investigate RQ1: how students enacted progress
monitoring when given a subgoal list (Section 5.1), adaptive feed-
back (Section 5.2), and even when they encountered unexpected
feedback (Section 5.3). We then use the interview data to address
RQ2, investigating students’ perceptions, in Section 5.4.

5.1 Providing Students a List of Subgoals
Our first method of investigating how students might have enacted
progress monitoring is by measuring the extent to which students
followed the subgoals presented by the list in each of the 3 inter-
faces, and to what extent they used this list for progress monitoring.
Our log data analysis showed that 16 out of the 17 students com-
pleted the subgoals in the exact same order as presented, and 12
of these students completed the programming task. Additionally,
in Condition 1, where students did not receive adaptive feedback,
our log data analysis showed that 5/6 students were checking off
subgoals when they decided they were complete. Together, these
results suggest that presenting students with a subgoal list may
help in promoting students’ progress monitoring by giving students
a clear plan they can monitor their progress towards, and an aid
for keeping track of that progress.

In addition, our log data analysis also suggests that such progress
monitoring may lead to improved performance. We found that the
16 students, who completed subgoals in order, spent an average
of 14.5 minutes until they stopped working on the task. This is in
contrast to what we found in prior work with other highschool
students working on the same task [26], where students, without
access to the subgoal list, solved the problem in a variety of unor-
ganized ways, spending at least double the time spent by students
in this study. While this was a different population, the extreme
differences in time, coupled with the different order of subgoals
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completed, suggest the subgoal list may have benefitted students.
Furthermore, when we investigated log data of the one student who
did not follow the subgoal list (who was assigned to Condition 1),
we found that they solved the problem in a complicated approach,
spending 421 code edits in ∼ 30 minutes, which is the maximum
time spent by all students in our study. When the interviewer asked
this student if they think the checklist is helpful, the student said:
“I jumped in there. I didn’t plan it out. I didn’t do any of that - I was
just like, Oh, this shouldn’t be too hard at all, and I’m midway, I just
realized I made a lot of mistakes. I should have spent more time plan-
ning than writing my code.” While this may suggest that embedding
the subgoal list in Snap! was not enough to capture this student’s
attention, these results show that providing students with a subgoal
list (i.e. a plan) may lead to improved performance as well.

Findings: These results suggest that providing students with a
subgoal list, even a non-adaptive one, seemed to be a helpful scaf-
fold that promoted students’ progress monitoring behavior. This is
evidenced by the fact that students followed the order of subgoals
in the list, showing that they paid attention to it, and also that
students checked off subgoals as they worked – a form of progress
monitoring. While we cannot say whether our participants would
do similar progress monitoring without the scaffolds, analyzing stu-
dent code traces from our prior study (as discussed above) suggest
that they do not follow a common process. Unlike the program of
the single student who ignored the subgoal list, those programs
written by the rest of students who followed the subgoal list were
more organized, understandable, and completed faster, showing
improved performance. These students felt the list “makes things a
lot easier cuz it sort of like laid out how you should do the program.
So instead of having to jump right in and come up with your own,
like method of doing it, you can just look at the [subgoals]” [P1].

5.2 Subgoal List with Completion and Progress
Feedback

One of our goals with Conditions 2 and 3 was to scaffold students’
progress monitoring by alerting them when their detected progress
changed, to encourage students to reflect on their progress at these
moments. Therefore, our second method of exploring how students
might have enacted progress monitoring is by investigating to what
extent students responded to progress feedback, and how they re-
acted, in both cases of positive feedback (completed subgoals) and
negative feedback (lost progress on a subgoal). In our log data anal-
ysis, in Condition 2 and Condition 3, we noted that when students
completed a subgoal which was detected by our feedback system,
10/11 students always moved on and started working on the sub-
sequent subgoal. We also noted that when the feedback reported
a decrease in progress after a student made an edit, most students
responded to the feedback by undoing the edit. This decrease in
progress was presented in Condition 2 and Condition 3 as broken
subgoals highlighted in red or decreased subgoal progress percent,
respectively. Specifically, under Condition 2, we found 7 cases when
a subgoal was broken while a student was solving the Draw Fence
task. In 6 of those 7 cases, students brought back the removed
blocks (that caused a broken subgoal) within 1-3 steps. In Condition
3, we found 22 cases when the progress of a subgoal decreased
by some amount, which is notably higher than that in Condition 2

because the progress feedback was more sensitive to every edit, and
not every decreased instance corresponded to breaking an entire
subgoal. In 15 of those cases (68.18%), the students reverted the
changes causing the decrease in progress within 1-4 steps. In the
other seven cases, the students ignored the detections. Six of those
cases occurred for the same student, Beth2. Ignoring the feedback
might indicate limited progress monitoring behavior, which can
lead to decreased performance. We present here a case study of
Beth, to explore how and why they ignored the feedback, and the
possible consequences of such behavior.

Case Study Beth: Ignoring decreased progress in Condi-
tion 3. Beth started their attempt by completing subgoal 1 and
added an ‘ask’ block to take user input for width/height of the fence
to be drawn. They added ‘move’, ‘turn’, and ‘pen down’ statements
which are required for multiple subgoals (e.g. to draw a square, or
a triangle). Beth then removed the ‘move’ and ‘turn’ statements,
decreasing subgoal 2 progress from 20% to 10%. They ignored or did
not notice this decrement, and did not bring the statements back
until making 17 additional unhelpful edits that did not show any
progress. Then, they brought back the ‘move’ and ‘turn’ blocks and
nested them in a ‘repeat’ block making progress towards subgoals
2 and 4. In the subsequent step, Beth removed the ‘move’ and ‘turn’
statements from within the ‘repeat’ block, decreasing the progress
of subgoals 2 and 4 from 65% to 35%, but this time they immediately
brought these blocks back. Later, Beth made several unhelpful ed-
its, repositioning code blocks that variably caused the progress of
subgoals 2 and 4 to decrease by 10%, and 80%, respectively. There
were a total of 10 cases of progress decreases found in Beth’s code
logs, but Beth only reverted the changes immediately in 4 of these
cases. In the other 6 cases, Beth did not revert the changes at all or
reverted after a significant number of edits. Beth failed to complete
the task within the allocated time.

During the interview, when we asked Beth what was helpful in
the feedback, they said: “I think it’s really helpful. The only thing
that kind of threw me off a bit is when I started, [the subgoal list]
shows progress in the triangles’ [subgoal] when I hadn’t started coding
the triangles yet. I was just a little confused”. This clarifies why
Beth might have decided to ignore the progress feedback. This is
interesting since it presents a case where the feedback was correct
but the student thought it was not. For context, using ‘pen down’
and ‘move’ blocks are needed to draw a triangle and that is why the
system showed increased progress in subgoal 4; however, since the
student was working on subgoal 2, this led to confusion about the
system. When the interviewer reminded Beth of how the system
worked and why it detected an increase in subgoal 4, Beth said:
“I feel like I would definitely trust it. I think that maybe something
that would have been a little helpful for me is knowing what you said
about how it calculates like the pen down. I think if I had known that
information before, I wouldn’t have been confused at all when I was
doing the programming.”

Findings: These results show that most students receiving feed-
back on subgoals mirrored that feedback (in both conditions), sug-
gesting that they were using the feedback to monitor their progress.
This is evidenced by the fact that students often fixed their edits
that led to decreased progress. Furthermore, in the interviews, all

2We provide students with random names for anonymity.
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students in Condition 3 mentioned that the incremental progress
feedback was helpful in letting them see their progress (though this
was not reported by 2/5 students in Condition 2, which we discuss
in Section 5.4). For example, [P7] said “it helps students see that they
are actually making progress even when they think that they’re not,
like if they’re totally stuck, just placing some blocks and then see that
Oh, I’m actually making progress towards this.” However, Beth’s case
shows that a lack of attention towards the feedback or frequently
ignoring the feedback may decrease its usefulness, which bolsters
suggestions in prior work [28, 37].

5.3 Students’ Role in Progress Monitoring
Our third method of exploring how students might have enacted
progress monitoring is by investigating whether students have en-
gaged in progress monitoring and reflection at moments when the
automated feedback system provided slightly early or late detec-
tion of subgoals. To perform this analysis, three co-author experts
collaboratively assessed student log data to detect precisely when
subgoals were completed. The three experts labeled 55 subgoals
(from 11 students in Conditions 2 and 3 with 5 subgoals each), as on-
time (54.3%) if they agreed with the system completion detection
timing, early (9%), if the system detected the completion of a sub-
goal slightly earlier than the expert (i.e. one or two edits before the
experts thought it was complete), or late (36.7%) otherwise. Next,
we analyzed student log data and documented student responses
to the slightly early and late detections to determine whether stu-
dent behaviors reflected their engagement in appropriate progress
monitoring.

In the 5 early detection cases in Conditions 2 and 3, none of the
student programs were working as intended. In all of these cases
students continued working until they achieved the desired out-
put, suggesting that the early detection feedback did not mislead
these students to believe that they had completed the subgoal. In
7 of the 9 late detection cases in Condition 2, and 10 of the 11 late
detection cases in Condition 3, students moved on to the next sub-
goal, deciding to override the late detection. These results suggest
that late detections, which comprised 36% of Condition 2 and 37.9%
of Condition 3 detections, only potentially negatively impacted 3
students, who continued working on the same subgoals even af-
ter a late detection. We illustrate the extent of potential negative
progress assessment on case study Kim, the student in Condition 3
who continued working on a subgoal that was already complete
but was detected late by the feedback system.

Case Study Kim: Impact of late detections while program-
ming. Kim started working on subgoal 1. Before completing it,
expert analysis shows that Kim completed subgoals 2, 3, 4, and 5
in order, in 9 minutes and 14 seconds. At this point, only subgoal
1 was incomplete (the user input was not used in the program);
but the feedback system showed 64% progress on subgoal 1, and
erroneously showed 55% progress on subgoal 5. Kim spent 5 minutes
and 51 seconds more making edits related to subgoal 5. Finally, Kim
made one edit to complete subgoal 1. However, subgoal 5 remained
undetected by the system until the end of Kim’s attempt.

During the interview with Kim, when we asked their opinion
about the feedback they received, they said: “it was really useful
because it was like step by step, so you really know like what to

work on first.” We then asked Kim how the feedback was helpful
or unhelpful in this task, and they said: “with the like percentages.
I knew how much I was progressing, like if I’m completely blocked.
For this particular program, I think drawing a series of triangles
(i.e. subgoal 5) didn’t really incorporate in my program as much as
like, since that’s why I didn’t like finish it.” It is clear from Kim’s
response that even after they started the interview they still thought
that they did not complete subgoal 5, although it was complete.
When the interviewer reminded them how the feedback system
works, Kim said: “I think maybe [it is] a little misleading. Once I
actually completed [subgoal 5], and I saw it was 55%, it made me
want to just figure out [what my code was missing] even though
like I could build the fence in the code was working properly.” The
interviewer then followed up by asking for suggestions on how
we could better communicate how the system works to students,
and Kim recommended: “I guess we can just clarify it [in] an info
button that explains what these subgoals do, and [that] if it’s not fully
completed, it’s fine.” Kim’s response suggests that we could remind
students how the feedback system works within the programming
environment.

Findings: Based on students’ code logs and this case study, we
conclude that students generally do not blindly follow feedback,
suggesting that feedback does prevent student progress monitoring.
Both log data and interview data show that most students assess
their progress when the system shows that it has changed, and
overrule the system if they disagree. This is further reflected from
the interviews, where students noted using the output of their
program, or their own knowledge to monitor their progress and
taking control by ignoring feedback that they did not agree with.
When asked about this, one student in Condition 2 stated “P2: I
guess it’s just like, other people did it differently or something
like that.” However, case study Kim cautions us that this feedback
system still needs refinement, as some students may need further
support to engage in effective progress monitoring.

5.4 Students’ Preferences across Interfaces
While the code data analysis and case studies pointed us to how well
and when the subgoals list, with or without adaptive feedback, can
promote students’ progress monitoring behavior, the interview data
complemented this analysis by emphasizing why the subgoal lists
were useful or not, and collect student preferences and suggestions
on how to mitigate these issues.

Through our thematic analysis, we found that the two main
design features perceived as useful by students are: breaking down
the task with a list of subgoals, and providing them with adaptive
progress feedback (not just completion). For example, [P1] stated
that the subgoals’ list “doesn’t tell you the exact steps on how
to do it, but it does give you the steps and then you can piece
them together, just like, figure out where everything should go.”
In addition, most students noted how it makes the task easier as
it gives them a plan, to tackle the solution, and guidance on how
to proceed, which satisfies the outcomes of the contiguity design
principle [32]. For Condition 3, all students perceived the progress
feedback as useful. For example, [P9] noted that: “the part where
it makes you most motivated is when you’re stuck, and then you do
something and then you see the percentage rise up and then you’re like,
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Oh, yeah, I’m getting somewhere.” It is interesting that presenting a
progress interface to students allows adaptive feedback not only to
help students to monitor their progress, but also to motivate them
when they feel stuck, reflecting the benefits of applying effective
feedback design choices [40].

When we asked students about the unhelpful aspects across the
3 interfaces, they noted a reoccuring theme of times when they
received unexpected feedback. For example, [P11] said: “it’s not
always 100% accurate like as you see my program works but it still
hasn’t checked off the last box, but [I] know why it did so, because
maybe [I] did the series of triangles in a different way.” However, it
was clear from their responses that students reasoned that their
solution strategy might be different from prior student solutions.
This emphasized that explaining how the system works promoted
students’ self-regulatory behaviors of reflection and progress moni-
toring.

When we asked students about which interface they prefer, and
why, 14/17 students suggested combining Condition 1 (the checklist)
and Condition 3 (progress feedback). For example [P13] said: “per-
sonally, if I was using it, I guess, I would like it to show my progress,
but also give me an option of, like checking it off.” . Additionally, all
students noted that they prefer Condition 3 over Condition 2, since
progress feedback made them feel more motivated to complete the
task, as in prior studies on progress feedback in the SQL Tutor
[30]. Additionally, some students in Condition 2 noted that, when
they did notice a subgoal being broken (turning red), it was hard
to determine which code edits broke the subgoal. This indicates
that the Condition 2’s completion feedback did not provide enough
specific feedback for some students.

6 DISCUSSION
RQ1:Howdo students enact progressmonitoringwhen given
scaffolds during block-based programming? Our qualitative
pilot study suggested three main results showing how our scaf-
folds’ designs can promote students’ progress monitoring behavior
during programming. First, we found evidence that visualizing a
subgoal list within a programming environment, whether it
provided adaptive feedback or not, provided a plan that stu-
dents followed, and used to monitor their progress through-
out their work. This is important, since prior work suggests that
determining how to start, and plan out the work, are two key pro-
gramming moments where negative self-assessments can occur for
novices [15]. Students’ interview responses revealed that providing
a subgoal list to be helpful during these important moments: [P7]“it
was definitely helpful because the first thing that you think is how
do I approach this problem? and what should I start with? Because
you’re starting with a blank screen. So it was definitely helpful to see
like, we’ve broken up the task into steps that you can follow.” We also
found that students used the subgoal list in planning as reflected
in students’ log data, where we found that all students except one
worked on the task subgoals in order, i.e. they used the list as a
plan.

Second, we found suggestive evidence that providing a sub-
goal list with either type of adaptive feedback (completion
or progress) promoted students’ progress monitoring. Loksa
et al. identified that a key part of students’ self-regulation during

programming is “to plan and evaluate progress toward writing a
program that solves some computational problem [22].” Our log
data analysis in Section 5.2 shows that students generally responded
to decreased progress feedback immediately (68-85% of the time),
probably by redoing the code edits they did before, or by using trial-
and-error strategies as suggested in prior work [10]. Regardless, this
suggests that the system successfully encouraged students to moni-
tor their progress leading to a higher performance. Additionally, our
results in Section 5.3 show that students were not simply relying on
the system’s assessments, but were ultimately monitoring their own
progress – overriding erroneous feedback. In 17/20 (85%) of late
detections, students moved on to the next subgoal appropriately,
rather than adding code to get higher completion feedback, and
no student failed to complete a subgoal that was detected early.
While Kim’s case study shows that some students were still misled,
indicating the importance of accurate feedback, our overall results
suggest that automated progress feedback supports, rather than
replaces, students’ own progress monitoring.

Third, we found evidence in our interviews that explaining
how the feedback system works, and why it may not align
with student expectations, supported students to reflect on
the feedback they received. While data-driven feedback systems
can be overall helpful to students [38, 44], this challenge of gen-
erating feedback that does not align with students’ expectations
is present in many of these feedback systems [36]. In this paper
we acknowledged this challenge, and we explored how to mitigate
its potential harm by improving students’ self-regulation skills of
progress monitoring and reflection on the feedback they received.
We prompted students to reason about the feedback by verbally
explaining that it was based on comparisons of their code to prior
student work. While research shows that student help seeking
behaviors can be quite sensitive to hint quality [37], our results
suggest that explaining how the systemworked helped promote stu-
dents to reason about the feedback. Additionally, all students using
interface 3 noted that adaptive progress feedback motivated them
to complete the programming task, even if some of the received
feedback does not match their expectations. These results confirm
Bodily et al.’s thoughts that exposing how the system works to
students would inspire confidence and learner self-regulation [3].

RQ2: What are students’ perceptions of and preferences
for such progress monitoring scaffolds? Measuring students’
perceptions is important to evaluate the success of any feedback
mechanism [20], and specifically important in shaping researchers’
design choices of feedback systems in the future. Our interview data
analysis showed that most students preferred to have the check-
boxes, in interface 1, to track their own assessment of their progress
along with adaptive progress feedback (i.e. combining interface 1
and interface 3). This thematic finding reflects learners’ need for
combining both human intelligence (i.e. deciding if a subgoal is
complete) and machine intelligence (i.e. automated detections of
students’ progress on each subgoal), which is a lacking feature in
automated feedback systems. Not only do we think that this com-
bined condition might motivate students to complete programming
tasks and mitigate the consequences of receiving unexpected feed-
back; but also it can improve students’ learning as suggested that
prompting students to reflect or self-explain what a solution step
means, is a constructive activity that engages students in active
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learning, while allowing them to monitor their understanding [5].
However, since these results are from a qualitative study, large
controlled studies are needed to confirm this effect.

7 LIMITATIONS
Like any study, this work has some limitations. First, our study
consists of a small population. However, the goal of our pilot study
is to explore how different scaffolds can promote students’ progress
monitoring behavior. Second, the interviews may reflect response
bias that may have led to more positive answers. To mitigate poten-
tial bias, we asked open-ended questions about both the positive
and negative aspects of the feedback design. Third, since the stu-
dents had a five-week experience in programming, they are likely
to possess both higher self-regulation skills and a higher ability to
understand when their code might appropriately differ from other
student solutions, when compared to students in an introductory
programming course. However, our sample was purposefully se-
lected to interview students who would be capable of reflecting on
their earlier programming experiences and what might have helped
them. During interviews, several students mentioned ways that our
feedback systems could be more helpful to beginners, such as pro-
viding, on-demand, step-by-step suggestions on how to complete a
subgoal. In addition, our prior work evaluated a feedback system
that has an interface similar to interface 2 with novice students,
who showed clear benefits from having completion feedback during
programming [26]. Fourth, our study is limited to one programming
task. However, the task includes several programming concepts (e.g.
loops, variables, and user-input) and requires complex nested struc-
tures making it very likely for students to have diverse solutions,
which our results confirm since 16 out of 17 students had different
solutions. Fifth, our study does not have a control group since our
goal from our qualitative study is to explore how interfaces with
different scaffolding levels can support students and promote their
progress monitoring while they program - not an experimental
comparison to show which feedback interface is best. Sixth, and
last, while students’ gender might have impacted their behavior
and perceptions about the interfaces, comparing genders was out
of scope from this paper because we had only 3 male participants.

8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we conducted a qualitative study with 17 high-school
students to explore how three subgoal-tracking interfaces can pro-
mote students’ progress monitoring skills during programming: 1- a
checklist, with no feedback, 2- completion feedback and 3- progress
feedback. We found that breaking down a task into a list of sub-
goals provided students with a plan that helps them to monitor
their progress, and adaptively showing to students their progress
(interface 3) promoted student progress monitoring. We also found
that explaining how the feedback is generated might have helped
students to reason about the feedback, and ignore it when it did
not match their expectations. Our interview data suggests that it is
important to design adaptive learning environments that inform
students about their progress, while enabling them to record their
own self-assessment that reflects their perceptions of whether a
subgoal is complete. In future work, we plan to evaluate an interface
that combines interface 1 with interface 3, and evaluate its impact
on students’ outcomes in a large-scale study.
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